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SKIPPERS GOVERNOR CAPTURES CHALLENGE AT SCARBOROUGH
Skipper’s Governor, a six-year-old son
of Governor Skipper driven by Francis
Mahoney, won in an exciting four-across
finish to take the second annual Maine
Challenge invitational at Scarborough
Dowm on July 27 The 2:00.1 mile
Sinn!?6?*3
lifetime mark for the
winner though it was also the first invite
race of the current season not to be
paced below the 2:00 barrier.
Unsurprismg^the early.speed in the
mile was provided by Frank Withee and
Chester Baron, who stormed out of the
gate and battled past Skipper’s Gov-

emor, who had also attempted to leave,
before the first turn. Manoney luckily
found the rail with Skipper’s Governor,
with Trusty Star pacing away in third.
The field remained in pile past the
quarter-mile marker, which was paced
in a moderate 29.4, and around the
paddock turn. Rounding the turn, driver
Kelly Casejjulled Trusty Star and drew
alongside Chester Baron off the half in
1:MU. Dave Ingraham also took Slick
Silent off of the rail and came second
over, following Trusty Star. This move
locked Mahoney in at the rail, with

Elmwood Ideal following him in fifth,
Chester Baron picked up the pace
down the backstretch and gamely neld
off the challenge of Trusty Star, pacing
^
quarter in 29.1 seconds to
complete three-quarters in 1:29.2. insensing an opportunity to perc
“ f _
r w t l r p i™
?fl t
T™8* Star> * * * * * Shck Sllent
three-wide, but though he did draw even
with Trusty Star, he could not get clear,
and the top two raced as a team around
the final turn with Chester Baron begin-

ning to fade. Ingraham’s move also
opened up the way for Mahoney to leave
the rail with Skipper’s Governor, and he
did so, beginning a four-wide move as the
field raced past the seven-eighths pole.
Through the stretch, it was clear that the
result would be a blanket finish, as
Trustv Star in between naeers and
Skipper's Governor who started drifting
qinfe w 4 minwav (touch the streteh
emerging as the & “ mam cLbatantS!
Under tne wine Skipper's Governor just
eot up with Trustv Sta^ second and Slick
Sllent third beaten onlv a half length

IMPORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS
Aug. 1 — Maine Breeders Stakes - three year old filly and colt pace - Skowhegan.
Aug. 2 — Hambletonion Days at The Meadowlands with a $1 million purse.
Aug. 2 — Freshman Pacing Series (Second leg) Purse $4,000. Foxboro Raceway.
Aug. 3 —■Topsham Fair opener
Aug. 3 — $10,000 invitational Pace at Foxboro Raceway
Aug. 3 — Scarborough Downs Trot (first leg) $2,300 at Maine’s Showplace.
Aug. 4 — Two Year Old invitational Pace $2,000 purse - Northern Maine Fair
s Aug. 5 — Three Year Old invitational Pace $2,000 purse - Northern Maine Fair
Aug. 6 — Treasure Chest Series Final purse $3,500 est. Scarborough Downs
Aug. 7 — Vermont State Fair - Stall Applications due immediately.
Aug. 7 Maine Breeders Stakes - all two year old divisions - Northern Maine Fair
Aug. 7 — Three Year Old Invitational Trot $3,000 - Northern Maine Fair
Aug. 8 — Open invitational Pace $3,000 - Northern Maine Fair
Aug. 8 — Maine Breeders Stakes - three year old filly and colt pace - Northern
Maine Fair
Aug. 9 — Mass. Breeders Stakes at Sharlee Farm - Leverett, Mass.
Aug. 10 — Mid-Summer Classic Invitational - $7,000 purse - Scarborough Downs
Aug. 10 — Skowhegan Fair Opener
Aug. 10 — Scarborough Downs Trot (second leg) $2,300 at the Downs
Aug. 13 — Maine Breeders Stakes - 2 year trot and 2 year colt pace - Skowhegan
Aug. 14 — Maine Breeders Stakes - 3 year trot and 2 year filly pace at Skowhegan
Aug. 15 — Late Summer Classic (first leg) $2,300 at Scarborough Downs
Aug. 15 — Maine Breeders Stakes - three year old filly and colt pacers Skowhegan Fairgrounds

By K.C. JOHNSON

Aug. 16 — Tufts University Vet Clinic at Foxboro Raceway
Aug. 16 — Two year old Freshman Pace Final $20,000 - Foxboro Raceway
Aug. 17 — Scarborough Downs Trot Final $4,000 (est) - at the Downs
Aug. 17 — Union Fair Opener
Aug. 18 — Maine Breeders Summer Meeting & Picnic Norton Farm, Falmouth
Aug. 2Q — Final Date for Supplementary - Entries to the Maine Breeders Sale.
Aug. 20 — Maine Breeders Stakes - 2 year trot and 2 year colt pace - Scarborough
Aug. 21 — Maine Breeders Stakes - 3 year trot and 2 year filly pace - Scarborough
Aug. 21 — New Hampshire Sire Stakes - 2 year old trotters and pacers - Plymouth
Aug. 22 — Late Summer Classic (second leg) $2,300 • Scarborough Downs
Aug. 22 — Maine Breeders Stakes - 3 year filly and colt pace - Scarborough Downs
Aug. 22 — New Hampshire Sire Stakes - 3 year old trotters and pacers - Plymouth
Aug. 23 — Mass Sire Stakes
Aug. 24 — The Legislator Trot - $20,000 invitational at Scarborough Downs
Aug. 24 — Windsor Fair Opener
Aug. 27 — Maine Breeders Stakes - 2 year trot - 3 year colt pacers - Windsor
Aug. 28 — Mass Sire Stakes - all two year olds - Spencer Fairgrounds
Aug. 28 Maine Breeders Stakes - 2 year filly pace - 3 year trot - Windsor
Aug. 28 — New Hampshire Sire Stakes - 2 and 3 year old trotters and pacers
- Hopkinton
Aug. 29 — Mass Sire Stakes - all three year olds - Spencer Fairgrounds
Aug. 29 — Late Summer Classic Final - $5,000 est. - Scarborough Downs
Aug. 29 — Maine Breeders Stakes - 3 year old pacing colts and fillies - Windsor
Aug. 31 — The President’s Pace - $40,000 invitational at Scarborough Downs

Remember! $40,000. Presidents Pace Scarborough Downs Aug 31st!
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Southern Maine Standardbred Fun Show

This is a perfect example of the extended career of the Standardbred Mr. Bucky
T. He was formerly owned by Helen and Bob Gossom of Cumberland and is
pictured winning at the Fryeburg Fair in 1981. Five years later he is pictured
with Erin Crommie after competing in thirteen show classes and winning highest
points of the day. This is a golden opportunity for Standardbreds to compete on
another level when their racing career has been terminated.

A ll A c c o u n tin g F u n c ti o n s
In c o m e T ax es
S y n d ic a tio n s
W e S p ecia lize In H o rse, S ta b le an d O th er A gricu ltu ral E n te r p r ise s
$$$ C all or W rite $$$

The Maine division of the StandardStandardbred Pleasure
bred Pleasure Organization held their
WaUt-Trot-Canter
P .O . B o x 3 N . M o n m o u th , M ain e 04265 T el. 207-933-4065
first show July 27 at the Hollis Municipal l. Treat With Passion (J. Graffam)
Equestrian Park. The weather was a hit 2. Artisen (D. Townsend)
. Roadster under Saddle
The Northeast Harness News is published monthly for $10.00 per year by Jean damp but the turnout was good for our
B. Emerson of R.R. 4 Alfred Rd., Biddeford, Maine. Second class postage paid first attempt at a show. York County J* Artisen (D. Townsend)
Biddeford, Maine USPS 747-590. Postmaster send address changes to Northeast Rider’s was the hosting club. Trophies J. Mr. Buckv T. (L. Crommie)
for the Standardbred division were 3. Treat With Passion (J. Graffam)
Harness News RFD #3, Box 359, Boom Rd., Saco, Me. 04072.
provided by the Cloverlcaf Standardbred
Barrels at a Trot
Owners Association. Lynn-Marie Smith l. Artisen (D. Townsend)
was our judge.
2. P.G. s Pal (L. Laughlin)
The following results list only the 3. Passion (S. LaDmix)
Standardbreds in any events open to all 4. Treat With Passion (J. Graffam)
Date:
jYour Name:
breeds.
5. Mr. Bucky T. (J. Crommie)
Model Standardbred
Riders 12 and under Walk-Trot
Old Address:
1. Treat With Passion (J.Graffam)
2 . Mr. Bucky T. (E. Crommie)
2. Passion (S. LaDoux)
3 . Butler’s Intruder (K. Brannon)
Zip:
State:
City:
3. Hippology (R. Qualey)
Many of these horses competed in
4. Mr. Bucky T. (J. Crommie)
games as well as the trail and jumping
New Address:
5. Sheeba (T. Knudsen)
classes. Passion and Mr. Bucky T. won
6 . Butler’s Intruder (R.Cuffey)
Standardbred Walk-Trot Champion and
State:
.Zipi
City:
Pleasure Driving
Reserve. Treat With Passion and Artisen
Please check your mailing label for correct address and expiration of subscription. *2. Butler’s Intruder (R. Cuffey)
won Standardbred Walk-Trot-Canter
Please notify of a change immediately, second class mail is not forwarded
Command Driving
Champion and Reserve.
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, Boom Rd. Saco, Maine 04072.
2. Butler’s intruder (R. Cuffey)
Mr. Bucky T., shown by Julie, Leah
Standardbred Pleasure
and Erin Crommie won High-Point Stan_
Walk-Trot/Pace
dardbred for the day. “ Bucky” placed in
1- Passion (S. LaDoux)
13 classes! Outstanding job!
2. P.G. s Pal (L. Laughlin)
3. Butler’s intruder (R. Cuffey)
Robyn Cuffey Gorham, Maine 04038
4. Mr. Bucky T. (J. Crommie)
R.F.D. 3, Box 393
(207-929-6562)

HAND OVER ASSOCIATES

Change Of Address Form

It’s Subscription Time....
Don’t Miss A Single Issue!

N O R TH EA S T H AR N ES S NEW S
I For those interested in the Standardbred sport in New England! To facilitate efficiency
I initial subscriptions and renewals will be accepted immediately on a once yearly basis.
I Save o v er Single Copy Issue!
Make Checks Payable To: Northeast Harness News

I

$10.00 per year
New

Renew

Print Mailing Address

CHECK NUMBER:
__ CHECK DATE:

NAME:

LUCIEN CHENARD

I ADDRESS:
ZIP:

«

_

Hats off! To Robin Cuffey and crew
who did an excellent job, in spite of foul
weather, conducting the recent Horse
Show at the Hollis Center Municipal
Ring which, “wonder of wonders” , in
cluded classes for standardbreds! About
time everyone realized what a magnificantly versatile animal we label the
“ Harness Race Horse.” They can be
ridden without any problems, they drive
naturally, they jump and what willing

—

creatures they are when they understand!
what you expect. For years we have been
sending the less speedy to the Amish, or
the killers. How nice to realize, finally,
that they are finding their place in tne
sun. Everyone in our industry should
support this noble venture with donations
and by attending any of the local shows
to cheer on our recycled standardbreds.
Jean Emerson

Obituary

30th alter
1949 and
early Maine Stakes
with Alderbrook Jason an impressive winner. He is survived by two sons, Jason and
tn Mrs. Joan Susi in Buxton, Me.
J Jon who live with their mother
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There’s A

CAVALCADE
In New England Compiling An Impressive Record!

SU PER CAV
(C a v a lc a d e -S u p e r G o )

Paul Ducharme of Meadowbrook Farm and the Kunkel brothers, owners of SUPER CAV pose in the Foxboro winners
circle as Bob Bennett of the Mass Sires Stakes presents the award to driver, Paul Battis, after a record setting mile.

This outstanding two year old colt has the following lines:
6/25 Qualified at Scarborough Downs .32-1:04.2-1:35.4-2:07.4 (by 3 lengths).
7/6

Non-winners

of

one

at

Scarborough

Downs

two at

Scarborough

Downs .30.3-1:03.2-1:35.3-2:06 (by 8 lengths In The Mud!)

7/13

Non-Winners

of

7/19

Mass.

Stakes

Sire

at

Foxboro

Raceway

7/26 Freshman Pacing Series at Foxboro Raceway

.31.2-1:04.3-1:35.2-2:05.3 (by 10 lengths).

.30.2-1:02.2-1:34.2-2:04 (by 11 lengths).
.29.3-1:01-1:30.3-2:01.1 (by 5 lengths).

This is the first-born New England eligible by the stallion Cavalcade,
who presently stands at Tufts University Vet School in North Grafton, Mass.
This is a season’s record for two year olds at Foxboro and a track record for two year olds in the Mass Sire Stakes.
Trainer/driver P aul B attis com m ents, “This is a really nice colt.
H e goes clean, doesn 't w ear a boot and no poles.
He is willing and alw ays has bad sp eed to spare.”

CAVALCADE

is the only stallion in New England with a National Sire Rating.
His offspring go on to race the metropolitan circuit, as they can handle the half mile tracks.
In 1985 there were 22 in 2:00 56 in 2:05 71 in 2:10. Some *85 top performers;
French Leave p.l:56.3h $274,161. — Famous Cade p.l:54.3 m. $175,184. — Marathon Star p.l:57.f. $158,543.
Meadow Brook Farm offers for sale weanlings and yearlings by Cavalcade, plus mares in foal to this outstanding son of
Meadow Skipper-Golden Miss.
For additional information contact, Paul Ducharme at Tufts Vet School 617-839-5302 or John Kunkel at 617-943-2706.

Join the march to the winners circle, th ere. could be a CA VALCADE in your future!
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Developers Win Again

Former Lonesome Downs trainer/driver, Greg Libbey, preps Richard
Mathurin’s, Mystical Quest, over the good Southern Maine training track in 1983.

L o n e s o m e D o w n s S o ld
With the development industry whipping through the Southern Maine coastal
area like an old fashioned Nor’easter,
harness racing is feeling the sting.
J u st a snort distance from
Scarborough Downs, a training facility
known as “Lonesome Downs” has been
sold for a housing project. Officially, the
training facility was the home of the
Southwestem Maine Driving Club.
The decision to sell came because
many of the ten original members were
either out of racing or retired. In recent
years, a few standardbreds were stabled
at the center during the race meet at
Scarborough. There were three bams on

By b o b l o w e l l
Gerry, had planned on leasing stall space
to horsemen. The track was engineered
identically to the nearby and now defunct
Gorham Raceway.
The track was tabbed “Lonesome
Downs” by caretaker Leroy “Nud”
Davis, what one time was the only one
stabled there after the club purchased it.
in subsequent years, the 53-acre facility was alive with activity during the
.___ t _________
ye*
maHp a fntiip
S rilftv hnnin?
i p J E ^ a ^ r t ^ h f u ^ n m hTniir
h
X f t a K was constructed

The ciub purchased the facility from
the late George “ Buddy” Reed who had
trained there only one or two winters
while preparing horses for the early
meet at Rockingham Park. Driving club
member John T. Williams says that the
group purchased the site about twenty

^ h fh ^ p m S r Ppri
according to driving club member Perl
training season and its passing will be
noticed. With the harness industry meeting stiff competition from developers all
over the country, racing is having
trouble keeping pace.

SOUTHERN MAINE
EQUINE R & R

Watchful - End of an Era
By ANTHONY J. A LIBERTI
Watchful was laid away last week. It were Norton homebreds.
is impossible to imagine racing in Maine The horse was honored many times as
without the influence of that grand old “ Sire of the Year” in the Maine Stakes,
trotter. He lived to be 27, ancient by and his influence will continue for many
equine standards, and remained rela decades to come. He was a horse who
tively fertile until the last. Watchful has produced long, tall, robust trotters that
bred mares in Maine for nearly two trotted when they were colts and carried
decades and he died in keeping with his their speed long into middle age.
image as a game, virile stallion. Watch STALLION PROFILE
ful did not die of old age or failure of an ♦WATCHFUL*
internal organ. He “got out” , as some (Kimberly Kid-Aileen)
times happens with kids and horses
alike, ana was involved in an old Owner-Loring Norton
fashioned horse fight, hardly his first. WATCHFUL is the only Maine sire of
This time Watchful succumbed from the two minute speed at both gaits, and the
sire of two $100,000 trot winners.
wounds. A tough old fyorse he was.
Horses are far more powerful than WATCHFUL is the sire of HUR
generally perceived. They are rarely RICANE STAR t, 1:58.2 $255,153, HURprovoked enough at humans to inflict RICAN NIPPY t, 2:02 $153,848 and
genuine damage, but to a rival for power HURRICANE TODD p, 1:58.1 $101,307
from the same stable, that’s another WATCHFUL is also the foundation
matter. Bars, doors, chains and the like trot sire of Maine Stakes.
are found wherever more than one In 1985 he was named “Trotting
Stallion of the Year” , the same award he
stallion resides.
earned
in two of the last three years.
Watchful was the best trot stallion
ever to stand in Maine. His son Hur MAINE STAKES PERFORMERS
(Winners in Bold type)
ricane Star was a near world-record
holder and amassed more than a quarter Year after year WATCHFUL produces
million dollars in earnings. Watchful was winners
1985
the sire of two minute speed both on the
trot and on the pace, out perhaps his 2 year olds - SWEET ROSIE O
greatest contribution was sending out 3 year olds - HURRICANE PEACH,
trot winners year after year for the HURRICAN MIKE, Hurricane Jeffrey,
Maine Stakes. It was a rare season, Close Watch
1984
indeed, when Watchful colts did not
2 year olds - HURRICANE PEACH,
dominate the juvenile trots.
Watchful came from classic blood Hurricane Mike, Hurricane Jeffrey
lines, but by the time he was sold to 3 year olds - Andy’s Lou
1982
Maine interests the branch was out of
favor. Stars Pride had taken control, and 3 year olds - W.W. Overlook
1981
Kimberly Kid trotters were a dime a
dozen. Loring Norton got the horse from 3 year olds - HURRICANE JUDI, Ronnie
Clayton Smith on the flip of a coin, then Overlook
1980
tried unsuccessfully to get him to the
races. The best he could do was qualify 2 year olds - HURRICANE JUDI
him in 2:14. With an unraced stallion on 3 year olds - STAR OF LOV, Hurricane
his hands Norton used him as a stud. N g > |^ Santa Overlook, PEACHEY’S
Over the years, Watchful’s maternal
1979
lines flourished and gradually Maine and
New England breeders came to this 2 year olds - STAR OF LOV, Peachey’s
horse, though most of the best trotters Betsy, Santa Overlook

P o s t V e te r in a r y C a r e ...
S p e c ia liz in g I n L a m e H o rs e s !

Leg Work
Daily Turnouts
Boarding
Problem Horses
Extra T.L.C.

Loring Norton and the stallion Watchful.

S h irl M a n s f ie ld
T e l. (2 0 7 )4 9 0 -1 7 1 9

Be W ise....

A dvertise In N ew England’s
F orem ost Standardbred P eriodical

NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS
Tel. 207-282-9295

N.A.H.R.M.A. News
Wheels are turning faster than ever in Sure to catch a sports fan’s eye in the
the lively harness racing industry supplement is the record commentary
throughout North America. In an un under racing conditions of two leading
precedented move on the marketing drivers, John Campbell and Bill
front, the industry is sponsoring a first O’Donnell.
ever ten-page advertising supplement in The Sports Illustrated - Time (Can
Sports Illustrated, and eight pages in ada) approach designed to win over
Time of Canada. It will appear in July more harness racing fans and boost the
and become an annual feature of the sport’s visibility is the brainchild of
industry’s comprehensive promotional NAHRMA (North American Harness
program.
Racing Marketing Association, Inc.)
The sophisticated four-color format NAHRMA was formed last year when all
is designed to showcase the sport’s segments of the industry in the United
delightful origins as well as today’s States and Canada joined forces to
exciting professional races, and to tell promote the sport, which already at
the story of the financial and pleasurable
advantages in owning and racing a tracts nearly 30 million fans yearly.
“This first-ever supplement is the kind
Standardbred (harness) horse.
Voicing strong reasons for turning to of project that only an industry group
harness racing for financial gain and could accomplish,” said Robert T.
personal satisfaction are William E. Rossilli, NAHRMA’s executive director.
Simon, former Secretary of the Treasury “It was written by some of the brightest
and one-time president of the U.S. people in the industry, and is a direct
Olympic Committee, and Norman S. result of a collaborative effort of every
Woolworth of the famed ‘five and ten” major industry group.”
In addition, the industry has made an
dynasty.
Says Simon about the sport: “I am aggregate capital investment of an esti
wildly optimistic...The purses are quite mated $200 million in the past five years
lood when compared with thorough- to improve and modernize tracks, and
>reds...Our yearlings are far less ex plans to invest an estimated $120 million
pensive... People are realizing that there more this year through 1988, according
are great opportunities with standard to a recent NAHRMA survey.
“The combination of capital invest
breds.”
Adds Woolworth: “I ’m excited every ment and marketing support is a power
time one of my horses races, but I ful statement from the industry about its
especially enjoy being with horse people confidence in itself and in the future,”
said Rossilli.
at the races.”

Horse Directory Available
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The 1986 as horse shows, rodeos, horse races, trail
Horse Industry D ire cto ry , an rides and other horse-related events;
authoritative and comprehensive source and those which offer related services in
of information about the horse industry such areas as education, humane conin the United States, is now available cerns and equine health,
from the American Horse Council.
An extensive and detailed listing of the
Compiled annually by the AHC, the equine trade press, both American and
Directory provides perspective on the foreign, and government information
size, scope and diversity of the horse sources at both the federal and state
industry, and is a valuable source of level are also featured in the Directory,
information about the various compo- Revised statistics documenting the
nents and segments of the horse world, trends in national horse registration
This year’s Horse Industry Directory figures in recent years are included, as
again contains up-to-date information are current interstate health requireabout horse organizations and groups ments.
including phone number, address, and The 1986 Horse Industry Directory is
the name of the president and a key available for $5.00 from the AHC, 1700 K
contact for each.
Street, NW, #300, Washington, DC 20006.
The Directory lists breed registries; Details about discounts tor bulk orders
organizations which transport horses (offered on the purchase of 6 or more
and sell horses at auction; groups and copies) also maybe obtained through the
businesses which sponsor activities such AHC office..

A MUST! $20.

FOR The Harness Horse Fan
2 3/4X2

R .D . Schickle
P ew ter
(actual size)
P .O . Box 254
Buckle
Wells, ME 04090
(send check or money order)
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IE MEADOWLANDS j ]
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Happy Birthday, Tom!

Tom and Peg Shehan enjoy the amenities at the Scarborough Downs Clubhouse.
Tom Shehan, Maine’s harness racing reads more newspapers every day than
monarch, turned seventy-five on July the public librarian. He is knowledgeable
30th. In his own words, ‘Tf I ’d known I about many subjects, but racing is his
was going to live this long, I would have forte...be it thoroughbred, greyhound or
taken better care of myself.” The actual harness. He is a knowledgeable source truth is, that he has taken very good care “par excellence! ” Tom gives of his time
of himself....physically and mentally. A and effort whenever called upon and best
self assertive Irishman, Tom walks from of all keeps his terrific sense of humor
one end of the racing complex to the through thick and thin,
other, plus his usual trek to the crow’s Happy Birthday, Tom, and many more!
nest, when he arrives on the scene. He
Ye Ed.

Senate Completes Tax Bill
With a final flurry of activity on
Tuesday, June 24, the U.S. Senate put the
finishing touches on its version of tax
reform and late in the day passed the
measure by an overwhelming 97-3
margin.
The reform movement now heads for
a conference committee where the differences between the bills passed by the
House of Representatives late last year
and the Senate will be ironed out before
a final package is sent on to President
Reagan for signature and enactment,
In the final hours, the Senate did
nothing to alter the previously reported
provisions of the bill affecting horse
businesses. A threatened attack by Senator Howard Metzenbaum (D) of Ohio on
the hobby loss presumption, which
leaves horse owners under a standard of
two profit years in every seven while
moving other pursuits to a more restrictive three-of-five guideline, never materialized.

The only disappointment in the waning
hours came when Kentucky Senators
Mitch McConnell (R) and Wendell Ford
(D) were rebuffed in a strong effort to
include in the package an amendment
which would have afforded race track
patrons a small measure of relief by
lowering from 20% to 15% the rate at
which tax withholding is assessed on
certain race track payouts,
The measure, which appeared poised
for passage by voice vote, failed due to
a last-minute roadblock thrown up by
Senator Bill Bradley (D-NJ), who refused to consider the substance of the
amendment and would not allow “unanimous consent” (voice rather than recorded vote) action on the provision,
Bradley’s action, ironic considering
the heavy gaming orientation of the state
he represents and the fundamentally
unfair nature of the withholding law.
made it impossible for McConnell ana
Ford to proceed with their amendment.

$1,000,000 HAMBLETONIAN
61st Hambletonian
FIRST HEAT 28.2-56.2-1:25.3-1:55.2
1. Royal Prestige (Speedy Crown-Rosemary)
2. Britelite Lobell (Speedy Crown-Barb Hanover)
3. Nevele Typhoon (Nevele Pride-Vicky M.)
SECOND HEAT 28.2-56.4-1:25.4-1:55.4
1. Nuclear Kosmos (Speedy Somoli-Nevele Swizzle)
2. Buck Newton-(Florida Pro-Dame Cassin)
3. Dance Marathon (Speedy Crown-Crystana Hanover)
FINAL 28.2-56.1-l:26.4-l:56.1
1. Nuclear Kosmos (colt)
Driver: Ulf Thomson
Owners: Henriksen, Hoffman & Sullivan
2. Royal Prestige (colt)
Driver: Berndt Lindstedt
Owners: Workaholics Too Stable
3. Britelite Lobell (filly)
Driver: John Campbell
Owner: Overman & Masterson
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Scarborough Update

BY K.C. JOHNSON

Baron Haven triumphed in the recent Showplace Pacing Series driven by the Fitch
defeating some of the fastest pacers at the Downs.
Baron Haven, driven by Leigh Fitch, who had just shipped up from Foxboro
triumphed in the $8,600 finals of the sixth after a 1:58 win. The win established
annual Showplace Pacing Series for non Cupper Two, who had raced lackluster in
winners of $3,000 lifetime. Leaving from his only previous Scarborough start, as
the four hole, Baron Haven took the mile the series favorite.
in 2:00, the second fastest mile in In the other opening leg, Flutie, also
Showplace history and the third 2:00 driven by Winters for the Cass Farms,
mile at the Downs in less than a week. Inc. of Athol. Massachusetts, triumphed
As was expected, the early speed in handily in a trip remarkably similar to
the mile was provided by Bret’s Caliber, Cupper Two’s. Flutie sat in the two hole
who had won four of five races since behind the torrid fractions of Bret’s
shipping in from Ohio for owners Lowell
and Patricia Pease. He paced a quick Caliber (29.1 quarter and a 58.2 half) and
first eighth and drew away with a three- pulled away in the stretch to win in 2:01.
These wins made the Cass Farms,
wide battle for second. At that point,
reminiscent of the accident race the Inc.-owned entry the heavy favorites for
previous week, both Dominick (Ruel the second leg, as they were sent off at
Goodblood, Jr.), and Flutie (Domi- 4-to-5. However, the nasty accident
nic/Watson) went off stride, impeding occurred in the first turn, preventing
Cupper Two and leaving the two-hole Cupper Two and Flutie from finishing
position firmly to Baron Haven. The field the mile and opening up the way for the
remained in file (and gapped) around the victory for Bret’s Caliber in what was
paddock turn, when Jim Winters pulled essentially a two horse race between
Cupper Two from the third position, Bret’s Caliber and long-shot Texas
flushing Baron Haven off a one minute Bound.
Thus, the 1986 Showplace is history,
hall. Baron Haven would not see the rail
and the series was unquestionably the
for the rest of the mile.
Around the clubhouse turn and then most successful in the history of the
down the backstretch, Bret’s Caliber and early-closer. Unlike 1985, where the
William Childs raced in tandem with racing was fast but there was no
Baron Haven, as neither could gain any balance, or 1983, when the racing was
advantage off three-quarters in 1:30.1. balanced but the miles went slower, the
Cupper Two and Winters were hovering 1986 Showplace provided both balance
two-wide behind Baron Haven, with and speed, with four different winners in
Henley Hanover out and coming and the four legs and the fastest, second fastest,
and fifth fastest miles in Showplace
rest of the field out of contention.
Nearing the seven-eighths pole, Baron history. The strength of the Showplace
Haven finally put Bret’s Caliber away, racing continues the competitiveness of
and drew clear for a length’s advantage the Pine Tree and Fillies-and-Mares
at the head of the lane. At this point, Stakes earlier in the season at Maine’s
Cupper Two tried to come on, but he Showplace.
lacked sufficient rally in deep stretch On the Downs early-closing schedule
and Baron Haven held on on a final with Showplace Series now behind us are
quarter in 29.4 seconds. Cupper Two was the Scarborough Downs Trot, which will
easily second, with Bret’s Caliber hold be held Sundays during August and the
ing off a late-charging Flutie for third Late Summer Classic, which will be held
money. The balance ofthe field included on Friday evenings toward the end of
Dominick, the winner of the Pine Tree August with the fmals on August 29th.
Stakes finals who could not seem to get Among those nominated for the late
things going in the Showplace, Texas summer Classic are Skipper’s Governor,
Bound, and Henley Hanover, who had who has won in 2:00.2 this year at the
gone on a break at the top of the stretch. Downs, Burton Blue Chip, a winnersThe victory in the finals for Baron over pacer earlier this year at
Haven provided an indication that form Scarborough who has shipped to Bangor,
did hold, after a little surprises, in the and French Queen, who was scratched
Showplace. Baron Haven had entered the from the second leg of the Showplace but
first Showplace leg the heavy favorite, would be a factor in the Late Summer
coming off two consecutive sub-2:00 would she regain her form. In short,
victories and a start in the $8,500 Dirigo what has already been an excellent slate
Pace on July 4th. In that race, he cut tne of early-closers this year at the Downs
mile with Fitch driving, only to be bested should only get better as the meet
in the stretch by Winters and Cuper Two, progresses........ ......

The Maine Circuit
Suffolk Lark, Sweetwood, Roland Mal
lar, Mike Hall and Earl Richard achieved
top Al-Var honors from mid-June to midJuly on the Maine Circuit.
Suffolk Lark took Al-Var Pacer of the
Month laurels while Sweetwood captured
trotter honors.
Mallar was a runnaway winner of the
Al-Var Driver of the Month title while
Earl Richard and Mike Hall tied for AlVar Trainer of the Month.
Suffolk Lark edged Wrong Way Kerri
gan, Richoehet Skipper, Ayuh. Unending
and King Of Spades for pacer honors. All
six had three winning trips with Al-Var
speed ratings of 100 or higher. Suffolk
Lark had the highest ratings, averaging
111.3. Wrong Way Kerrigan was runnerup, averaging 108.
A 6-year-old daughter of Mr. Suffolk.
Suffolk Lark is owned by Robert Shumwav. Mike Hall is the trainer. Roland
Mallar did the driving.
Sweetwood took top trotting honors for
the second month in a row. Sweetwood
and Studley’s Dream each had three win
ning trips with speed ratings of 80 or high
er. Sweetwood had the highest ratings,
averaging 95. Studley’s Dream averaged
91.
A 5-year-old son of Speedy Somolli,
Sweetwood is owned by Kenneth Cham
bers of St. Albans. Tne Trotter of the
Month races out of the Herrick Stable.
Following are the pacers that earned
Al-Var speed ratings of 100 or higher, for
a winning trip, from June 18 to to July 13:
THE SUPERSTARS
Baron Haven, L. Fitch
121
Burton Blue Chip, G. Hall
120
Baron Haven, L. Fitch
120
THE STARS
Generality, P. Battis
119
119
Meadow Connors J. Hogan
119
Cupper Two, J. Winters
118
He’s A Striking, D. Goodblood
Wrong Way Kerrigan, R. Howard
117
Blue Eagle. G. Hall
117
Suffolk Lark, R. Mallar
116
Bret’s Caliber, W. Childs
115
Slick Silent, D. Ingraham
115
114
Henley Hanover, F. Parker
114
T.C. Kash. L. Fitch
113
Armbro Blaze, F. Parker
113
Kentucky Raven R. Bickmore
113
Escape By Day, R. Mallar
113
Flutie, J. Winters
113
Skipper’s Governor, F. Mahoney
Suffolk Lark, R. Mailer
112
Laddie Angus, R. Bickmore
112
Long Hill Joe, M. Mosher
112
Scarlet Leader, D. Gray
111
Special Service, R. Mafiar
111
Goldcreek Canuck, G. Bowden
111
Trusty Wise Guy, D. Goodblood
111
Ayuh, R. Mallar
111
Roman Ke Ke, G. Nye
110
Don’t Need Baseball. R. Mallar
110
Acres Abbe, R. Mallar
109
Myrtle Beach, F. Parker
109
Riv-Lea Roma, J.P. Farrell
109
Skipper Speed, G. Hall
109
Jemadar. M. Cushing
109
Burton Blue Chip, G. Hall
109
Richoehet Skipper, M. Mosher
109
Southern William, G. Nye
109
Paraluck D. Ingraham
108
Trusty Bilbo, G. MacKenzie Jr.
108
Unending, G. Bowden
108
He’s A Striking, D. Goodblood
108
Jill C., D. Goodblood
108
Bret’s Caliber. W. Childs
108
The Andover Story, J. Richards
108
Long Hill Joe, M. Mosher
107
Fuel Pincher D. Niles Jr.
107
Wrong Way Kerrigan, R. Howard
107
Made Of Luck, D. Goodblood
107
Getaway Chris, J. Apperti
107
LeChef Royale, C. Dickison
107
Brocade Sandy, D. Goodblood
106
A. L.M..G. MacKenzie
106
Jenny Collins, D. Watson
106
Suffolk Lark, R. Mallar
106
Justawhiz, L. Fitch
106
Game Sam, R. Lanpher
105
King Of Spades, R. Mallar
105
Pullet, J. Apperti
105
Richoehet Skipper, M. Mosher
105
He's A Striking, D. Goodblood
105
King Of Spades, R. Mallar
105
Super Cav, P. Battis
105
Laddie Angus, R. Bickmore
104
Count Fox, R. Maguire
104
Justawhiz, L. Fitcn
104
Mijaroma Mike, F. Parker
104
Bishop’s Pawn, R. Truitt
103
Lather, G. Hall
103
B. J. Shadow, D. Watson
103
I’m Your Escorl. L. Fitch
103
Phantom Miss, D. Ingraham
103
Jill C.,D. Goodblood
103
Bai Ley Bill. D. Ingraham
103
Omaha.Bill, S. Manar
103

By LEE ALLEN

Marc Mosher, Dude Goodblood and
Gary Hall tied for second with 10 magicfigure drives each. Greg Bowden nad
eight.
Trainers Richard and Hall each had
seven horses reach magic figures during
the month. Goodblood had six, Mallar ana
Elmer Ballard five each, Chester Em er
son Scott Rollins, Eric Bickmore, Steve
Mahar and Paul Battis four apiece.
The top performances by pacers were
turned in by Baron Haven'and Blue Ea
gle. Baron Haven had a pair of superstar
wins with speed ratings of 121 and 120.
Blue Eagle also reached the superstar
level with a 120 rating.
Grandpa Harry set a new season’s re
cord for trotters with an Al-Var speed rat
ing of 107.
Another noteworthy performance was
by 2-year-old pacer Super Cav who
reached 105 on the Al-Var speed scale.
Only three 2-year-olds ever nad higher
ratings in Maine. Most Happy Rod
reached 116, Trustv Wise Guy 112 and
Pub’s Cub 107.
Considering that it was Super Cav’s
first lifetime start, it may not be long be
fore this son of Cavalcade sets a new
mark for 2-year-olds. He has superstar
potential.
Congratulations go to Steve Mahar for
reaching the 1,500 plateau in winning
drives.
Ayuh, R. Mallar
103
Four J. Prince, R. Mallar
103
Helen’s Fella, R. Mallar
102
Mighty Mac, R. Bickmore
102
Omac, G. Bowden
102
Pullet, J. Apperti
102
Unending, G. Bowden
102
Third Demension R. Mallar
102
Jemadar M. Cushing
102
Sammy Crackers J. Nason
102
Mike’s Spirit, D. Richards
102
Rayne NThunder, G. Bowden
102
Zip' Along Toot, F. Dale
102
King’s Beacon, S. Mahar
102
Unending, G. Bowden
102
Storm Time, R. Mallar
102
Sail Forwood, G. Bowden
102
Ayuh, R. Mallar
101
Wonder Bunny, D. Ingraham
101
Richoehet Skipper, MT Mosher
101
Paramus Lobell, G. Deletetsky
101
Bob’s Skipper, D. Richards
101
Dandy Mark, G. Bowden
101
Maine Starskipper, G. Hall
101
Fast Pete, P. Battis
101
P.B.’s Pilot, P. Battis
101
CEP Secret Word, D. Harp
101
Mike’s Spirit, D. Richards
101
Ragtime Skipper, S. Mahar
101
Noble Miracle, K. Case
101
Silky Sassy, K. Case
ioi
King Of Spades, R. Mallar
100
Toneadon, S. Mancine
100
Four J. Prince, J. Watson
100
Sheridon’s Chip, M. Mosher
100
Me And My Stuff ,J. Nason
100
Frosty’s Image, D. Harp
100
Roan Skipper, L. Fitch
100
Wrong Wav Kerrigan, R. Howard
100
Ragtime Skipper, S. Mahar
100
Triple R. Gary, M. Mosher
100
Agan Agan An Agan, D. Ingraham
100
Kevin Glenfern A., E. Crowley
100
Courageous Hobby, M. Mosher
100
Capron Fox, R. Howard
ioo
Maine Starskipper D. Richards
100
Jersey Huckle Buck, M. Ammann
100
English Colony, S. Mahar
100
Following are the trotters that earned
Al-Var speed ratings of 80 or higher, for a
winning trip, from June 18 to July 13:
T1IE SUPERSTARS
Grandpa Harry, W. Loubier
107
B.B.’s High Note, P. Battis
100
Studley’s Dream, J. Mollison Jr.
99
Grandpa Harry, W. Loubier
98
Frankenshew, F. Inman
97
Sweetwood, G. Hall
%
Bill Galla, I. Mauran
95
Sweetwood, E. Richard
95
THE STARS
Sweetwood, G. Hall
94
Bradley Pond Julie, D. Richards
94
Studley’s Dream, J. Mollison Jr.
93
J.C. Lumber, R. Bickmore
92
Ammo Money Maker E. Bickmore
90
Hurricane Mike, M. Graffam
89
Bill Galla, I. Mauran
89
Pachuco, M. Mosher
88
Fleming, P. Hanley
86
Brown’s Pomp, D. Goodlbood
85
Kelly’s Melody-, A. Tuttle
84
Candyman Speed, R. Lanpher
82
Bethany Lady, L A. Quirrion
82
Studley’s Dream, D. Goodblood
81
Victory Plus, G. Hall
81
On The Cuff, W. Whittemore
81
High O Silver, M. Mosher
80

Trotting Star at Sharlu

BY JEAN EMERSON
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The story of Baron Sharlu is truly
unusual. As is the normal occurance,
every attempt was made to sell him as
a yearling. There were a number of
offers, but none were acceptable for the
son of Drill Instructor and Baroness Jan,
a producing daughter of Baron Hanover.
As a result he was trained by the farm
as a two year old! While showing
promise, he did not progress quick
enough for the Sire Stakes and he was
turned out to await another year.
Since the death of Louis Brudnick in
June of ’85, the running of the farm and
racing stable has been under the direc
tion of his son, Jeffrey. His philosophy
has been to sell every Mass-bred horse
rather than compete locally, as they are
a large breeding farm and economics
dictate turn over of stock. With this in
mind every effort was made to sell
Baron Sharlu during the Spring of ’86.
There were simply no takers. It turned
out that no one wanted the gray trotting
colt. At this time a cutback had been
planned on the number of horses racing
tor Sharlu Farm, and it was decided once
Jg again not to train Baron.
Meanwhile two employees on the farm
Baron Sharlu, a roan son of Drill Instructor, wins the trot division of the Mass in Leverett, Mass., Tina Hoffman and
Sire Stakes driven by Dave Pinkney for owner Jeff Brudnick.
Debbie Simmons had taken a liking to

Foxboro News
Foxboro’s Freshman Pacing series part by Ted Wing. Bert Beckwith trains
saw round one action last Saturday and drives this outstanding frosh pacer,
(7/26) as two $4,000 divisions were who has been beaten only once in five
contested, in the first division, Super starts. Also on Saturday, Banker Blue
Cav (Cavalcade - Super Go) made it Chip was a winning favorite, going wireapparent that he is indeed a superstar in to-wire in a six-length demolation of
the making. Paul Battis guided the bay seven rivals. Banker Blue Chip took a
colt to his fourth straight victory (three new liftime mark in the 2.01.2 effort.
in pari-mutuel action, one in sire stakes Showing himself to be a “blue chipper”
competition). Super Cav came from off all the way, the two year-old opened up
the pace to overtake Cinder Kate (Bob
Nagmewicz) who had cut the mile. seven lengths on the field through frac
Battis brought Super Cav home in 2:011, tions of :29, 1:011, 1:31.1 and eased up
a four and a half length winner. The in a final panel of :30.1. Banker Blue
second division went at Banker Blue Chip has left the gate as the favorite in
Chip, a Brand New Fella colt owned in all five of his parimutuel starts.

YEARLING FOR SALE
Nero’s Star Baby
(Nevele Leader — Nero Rivage)
p. 1:56.2
p. 2:04.1
I am selling this nice pacing-bred Massachusetts Stakes filly.
This is your opportunity to own a well-bred eligible, as the
Nevele Leaders are performing superbly this year.
If interested call and make an offer.

Tel. 617-688-1381
Jerry McCall
(Anytime Of Day Or Early Evening)

Spirit of Massachusetts
Foxboro Raceway attracted some top
invitational horses and a season-high
crowd who saw Jim Doherty guide
Equitable to a 1:56.1 victory in the
“Spirit of Massachusetts” on Sunday,
July 13th. Squaring off against six other
open Handicap and invitational pacers,
Equitable left from the number two post
as the 3 to 5 favorite. Ramblin Storm,
second choice with Bill Parker, Jr., drew

the colt that no one wanted to buy. They
requested permission to start jogging the
horse. Since the farm is now also
operating as a training center, per
mission was granted with little thought
of anything occuring from the under
taking. A few weeks later a request was
made once again, this time to start
training the horse. It was granted and to
the amazement of all his progress
continued. After the conditioning of five
miles a day, he was turned and went in
3:00 in April. He was trained twice a
week and on May 10th went in 2:24. All
concerned realized at this time that they
had something special. He was turned
over to the Snariu Farm trainer Dave
Pinkney, at Foxboro shortly after. He
qualified on June 7 in 2:13.1 came back
to race on June 14 and was second in
2:07. He returned the next week for
another second, this time in 2:04.1. in the
Mass Sire Stake Finals the following
week he won the $21,200 division in a
classy 2:03 easily, to become the fastest
Mass-bred trotter to date.
Luck comes when it’s least expected,
but when it’s coupled with T.L.C. from
Tina and Debbie you do have an edge on
the competition.
Just ask Baron!

By CARL METCALF

the seven hole and the 4077 gathered
made Meadow Ro Mar (Joe Scorsone)
third pick from the outside. Meadow Ro
Mar cut the 28.1 first quarter, but yielded
to Equitable by the half (57.2). Doherty
held the field off through a 1:26.4 third
panel and survived strong bids by Wil

Williamsburg One, second to cross the bring out the fans and boost the handle.
wire, was placed sixth for interference The large crowd pushed $461,945 through
before the quarter pole, with Ramblin the windows, the most in nearly five
Storm and Stonebridge Skipper moved years at Foxboro Raceway. Com
up to second and tnird respectively. memorative “Spirit of Massachusetts”
Equitable paid $3.40, $2.60, $2.60.
chains were handed out to all the
The purse of $50,000 for the “Spirit” key
fans,
and a Cape Cod vacation was given
was the largest ever offered for a
liamsburg One driven by Peter Blood harness race m Massachusetts, and goes away courtesy of the Massachusetts
and Pilgrims Rainbow with John Hogan. a long way to show that quality fields Department of Tourism.

The $50,000. Spirit of Massachusetts was captured recently by Equitable driven to victory in 1:56.1 by the talented Jim Doherty at Foxboro Raceway.
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MASS

(LOCAL SEVEN

SIRL

Foxboro Raceway

Two Year Old Fillies-Trot

Purse $2,000

1. LOCAL SWEN (Roman Key-V M D by Ayres)
Driver: Steven LeBlanc
Owner: J. Pucillo, S. LeBlanc
2. SUPER TUESDAY (Kiley Moraka-Fifi Brewster by Bengal Hanover)
Driver: Bert Beckwith
Owner: P. Park

POWER BOB

3. GYPSEY’S WARNING (Roman Key-Derringer by Sharpshooter)
Driver: Andrei Guidette
Owner E. MacConnell
Time: .34-1:10.4-1:45.2-2:18

Two

Y ear

Old

C olts

& G e ld in g s-T r o t
Purse $2,250

1. TC’S THOR (Roman Key-Pin Kay by B F Coaltown)
Driver: David Pinkney Jr.
Owner: Three Chimneys Farm
2. FIRE DRILL (Drill Instructor- A Cs Firefly by A Cs Viking)
Driver: Thomas McNamara
Owner: P. Wood
3. MUSHNUGGET (Guv-D I Winna by Honor Rodney)
Driver: Donald Guidette, JR.
Owner L. Burris, F. Grasso
Time: 32.4-1:07.1-1:39.4-2:12

Two Year Old Fillies-Pace

Purse $2,550

1. CINDER KATE (Miles End Steve-Arda Senator by Adios Senator)
Driver: Robert Naginewicz
Owner: M. McCarthy

T.C. S THOR

2. PENTHOUSE SHARLU (Nevele Leader-Pentathlon by Bret
Hanover)
Driver: Robert Tisbert
Owner: D. Gulya, Dn. Gulya, M. Gulya
3. T.H.C.ANN (Mountain Skipper-Triple H Conna by Triple H Pride)
Driver: Hubert Provost
Owner: J. Kemp
Time: 28.2-1:00.4-1:32-2:05

Two Year Old Fillies-Pace

Purse $2,500

1. I ’M ATTRACTIVE TOO (Miles End Steve-Attractive Adios by Adios
Boy)
Driver: Joseph Marshall
Owner: J. Marshall
2. YOUNG PLAYMATE (Happy Jeffrey-Speedy Pixie by Adios Vic)
Driver: Brett Beals
V. TomaseUo
3. PLAYDOUGH (Cavalcade-Bet Precious by Precious Fella
Driver: Andrei Guidette
Owner: V. Boyd
Time: 31.3-1:04.3-1:36.4-2:08.4

Two

Y ear

Old

C olts

& G e ld in g s-P a c e
Purse $2,675

1. SUPER CAV (Cavalcade-Super Go by Super Wave)
Driver: Paul Battis
Owner: J. & J. Kunkel
2. COMPLETE POWER (Big Power-Patrice Lobell by Nero)
Driver: David Pinkney Jr.
Owner: Sharlu Farms
3. JOVIAL TURTLE (Jovial Fella-Try N See by Good Time)
Driver: Richard Pugliese
Owner: M. Pothier
Time: 30.2-1:02.2-1:34.2-2:04

Two Y ear

Old C olts

&

G e ld in g s-P a c e
Purse $2,675

1. CLASSIC CHAMP (Brets Champ-Armbro Twilla by Columbia
George)
Driver: Peter Blood
Owner: R. Slobody
2. BLACK IRON (Brets Champ-Pop Tart by Truluck)
Driver: John Hogan
Owner: F. Frey
3. MILES END IKE (Miles End Steve-Knight Belle by Knight Dream)
Driver: Wendell Donaway
Owner: J. Mendleson
Time: 30.3-1:03.2-1:34.2-2:05.1

Two Y ear

Old C olts

&

G e ld in g s-P a c e
Purse $2,625

1. POWER BOB (Big Power-Tropical Sis by Race Time)
Driver: Andrei Guidette
Owner: A. Guidette, D. Guidette, Sr., C.
Ruggiero
2. BOMACS SKIPPER (Mountain Skipper-Classy Hope by Carlisle)
Driver: Marcel Robillard
Owner: J. & R. Michienzie, P. Borroni,
V. Neville
3. IRON POWER (Big Power-Elizbeth Ironstone by Columbia George)
Driver: Norman Letendre
Owner: M. Letendre
Time: 29.2-1:02.1-1:33.3-2:05
Sponsored by the Mass. Dept, of Food
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STAKES

SARA'S WILLOW

Sat. July

Three

Ye a r

Old

Colts

& Fillies-Trot
Purse $2,450

1. BARON SHARLU (Drill Instructor-Baroness Jan by Baron Hanover)
Driver: John Marshall
Owner: Estate of Louis Brudnick
2 . CAMPTAIN HENRY (Magic Mirror Man-Mary Too by Cedarcrest
Duke)
Driver: John Distefano
Owner: J. S. DiStefano
3. ROMAN BETTINA (Roman Key-Triple H Nancy by Hickory Pride)
Driver: David Pinkney Jr.
Owner: W. P. Shea
Time: 30.2-1:02.2-1:33.1-2:04

Three Year Old Fillies-Pace

LAVISH CANDY

Purse $2,275

1. LAVISH CANDY (Peanut Gallery-Candy Pants by Rum Customer)
Driver: Paul Battis
Owner: Basil Louis Kellis
2. FANCY FESS (Fancy Star-Long Awaited Lady by Bret’s Star)
Driver: Tom Valine
Owner: Funtime Stables, F. Guitarini
3. NEFERTITI STAR (Good Knight Star-Rebekah May by Egyptian
Dancer)
Driver: Richard Pugliese
Owner: R. & Eileen Franklin
Time: 31.4-1:03.4-1:34-2:04

Three Year Old Fillies-Pace

V as.

\A k

T f ’

Purse $2,225

1. AERIAN GAL (Peanut Gallery-Shadydale Aerian by Airliner)
Driver: Paul Battis
Owner: P. & J. Battis
2. EASTFIELD LADY (Davids Boychik-Tarr’s Commission by Clay)
Driver: James Hardy
Owner: R. & P. Vacca
3. TREASURE POWER (Big Power-Treasure Lobell by Adios Vic)
Driver: Andrei Guidette
Owner: V. Boyd
Time: 31.1-1:03.2-1:34-2:05

Three Year Old Fillies-Pace

I

CINDER KATE

Purse $2,225

1. SARA’S WILLOW (Nevele Leader-Willow Brook Sal by Dancer
Hanover)
Driver: Brett Beals
Owner: H. Prescott, E. Beals
2. CLASSY IMAGE (Romano Hanover-Classy Hope by Carlisle)
Driver: Marcel Robillard
Owner: J. & R. Michienzie, P. Borroni,
V. Neville
3. MILES END CAROL (Miles End Steve-Knight Belle by Knight
Dream)
Driver: Wendell Donaway
Owner: J. Mendelson
Time: 29.1-1:00.1-1:31.1-2:01.2

Three

Y ear

Old

Colts

& G eld in g s-P a ce
Purse $2,225

1. DR. BOWENS (Big Power-Grateful Jaclyn by Bengazi Hanover)
Driver: David Pinkney Jr.
Owner: Estate of Louis J. Brudnick
2. KID BRUNO (Davids Boychik-Dauphiness Direct by Sampson Direct
Driver: Wendell Donaway
Owner: R. J. Olson
3. BILL BAILEY (Romano Hanover-Royal Rupal by Royal Deluxe)
Driver: Doug Mitchell
Owner: H. Bailey
Time: 29.3-1:00.1-1:31.1-2:02.1

Three Y ear

Old Colts

& G eld in g s-P a ce
Purse $2,275

1. ENSIGN SHARLU (Nevele Leader-Pentathon by Bret Hanover)
Driver: Brett Beals
Owner: E. L. Beals, H. Hewes
I

2. R J ROMANO (Romano Hanover-Sheila Kent by Kent Hanover)
Driver: Bruce Mattison
Owner: R. Stables Inc.
3. GREGGS CHARGER (Peanut Gallery-Miss B.O. by Carloader)
Driver: Marcel Robillard
Owner: A. D. Savran
Time: 29.4-1:02-1:31.1-2:01.3

Three Y ear

Old Colts

& G eld in g s-P a ce
Purse $2,275

1. CIRCLE’S GAMBLER (Maxie Hanover-Rock Candy Mt by Mountain
Skipper)
Driver: Kenneth Orr
Owner: K. C. Orr
2. LARCENY (American Shadow-Matron by Golden Money Maker)
Driver: Wendell Blake
Owner: W. C. Blake
3. EASTFIELD PAUL (Davids Boychik-Hockomock Eve by Rivaltime)
Driver: Bert Beckwith
Owner: H.A.L. Stable, Inc.
Time: 28.3-:59.1-1:29.4-1:59.2
and Agriculture- Standardbred Div.

I’M ATTRACTIVE TOO
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Racing Mourns Haughton

By BOB

lowell On

Bill Haughton and the famous Belle Acton early in his career.
The Pale Horse of the Apocalypse rode
through the world of harness racing. It
brougnt tragedy and left sorrow. Har
ness racing mourns the death of Billy
Haughton.
The stunned harness racing communi
ty waited helplessly, while the 62-year
old superstar lay in a coma nine days in
the Westchester Medical Center in New
York. Haughton had sustained brain
injuries in a three horse spill in a leg of
the Lawrence Sheppard Pace at Yonkers
July 5th. He succumbed July 15th.
Haughton who had won nearly 5,000
races and $40 million in purses during a
lifetime devoted to the sport, began nis
driving career in 1941. He drove his first
race at the Vernon Fair. His unparalled
career started as a caretaker for the
flamboyant trainer-driver Vic Fleming.
Haughton once told the Northeast Har
ness News that he had Vic’s colors green and white.
During the 1950’s, Haughton virtually
dominated the national racing scene. He
led the country in driving from 1953
through 1958. He had won four
Mambletonians, five Little Brown Jugs
and last season Haughton horses finished
1-2 in the classic.
Whlle he didn’t participate as a driver
in last season’s “Jug”, he told 50,000 fans
following Nihllators victory that there
comes a time to let the younger fellows
take over.
He told the Northeast Harness News
that the Little Brown Jug was a special
race to him because of the friends ne had
made there over the years-like Curly
Smart and Hank Thompson.
Among his many great stakes vic
tories were seven Messengers, including
the very first Messenger with the great
pacing filly Belle Acton in 1956. The filly
was owned by George Landers of Kittery, Maine, and she remained his
favorite.
In recent seasons, Haughton had come
to New England giving racing fans a
chance to see harness racing’s biggest
name. He appeared in special races at
Lewiston, Scarboro and Foxboro. Three
years ago, he participated in a special
event at Scarboro on Father’s Day.
Haughton and his wife Dorothy kept a

country home in New Hampshire and
had many New England ties.
At Scarboro, Poly Mallar, a Haughton
protege, and Bob Pearson, a long time
Haughton friend, sponsored a special
race in honor of Billy. Befittingly, it was
won by Mallar driving Divine Image for
owners Bob and Freda Pearson. The
race was followed by a moment of silent
prayer.
Haughton, long recognized and re
spected as a consummate horseman,
was one of racing’s finest individuals. He
had helped many a young person along
the way and didn’t forget the veterans in
their time of need. He helped put food on
the table of the needy. Pearson says,
“Nobody ever starved to death in front
of Bllly Haughton.”
This was a side of the man that didn’t
make the headlines.
Haughton, always impeccably dressed
and well spoken, possessed a presence
that left people standing in awe. But he
always took time to say hello to
caretakers. His chauffeur once com
mented that working for Billy Haughton
was the greatest thing that ever hap
pened to him.
He was humble, but commanded re
spect from the industry that revered
him. Mysteriously, sorrow follows great
men like a shadow. Haughton had known
sorrow. His son Peter, a rising star in
harness racing, was tragically Killed in
a car accident in 1980.
While we mourn our loss of Bllly
Haughton, we can’t ask why. Rather, let
us be thankful that this man lived. It just
always seems as if the fairest flowers
are the first plucked.
Melodramatically, he died driving, but
Billy Haughton leaves a great legacy to
harness racing. This generation can’t
recall racing without him for he seem
ingly was always there. But racing, as
life itself, goes on.
To the next generation, he leaves the
green and white colors; his driving
talent, he leaves to whoever gets blessed
with it; his idealism, he leaves to
someone who will sacrifice for it; his
class, he could not bequeath to any.
His class went with him.
The grass withered, the flower fadeth.

The Rail

a

Kid Called Billy

BY PHIL PINES
When he was a kid he had a grin that he had lost both his whip and his hat.
seemed to touch both ears; an infectious Fultonville seemed far away that day but
grin that caused people to smile in the young New Yorker felt right at home
return. At the age ot five his father gave in the winner’s circle nonetheless. In the
him something extra to smile about: a next thirty seven years he would visit
pony. It kindled a flame that never went nearly 5,000 winners circles before a
out.
race pile-up on July 5 at Yonkers
From his home in Fultonville, New Raceway ended the life that had given
York, Billy Haughton could see the him so many cherished moments.
racetrack across the Mohawk River but
“The first $50,000 race that Billy ever
it wasn’t until he was sixteen that he got won was driving Chris Spencer for me,”
his first paying iob at a track: a dollar comments Dunbar Bostwick, “and he
a day to groom norses. A decade later, won three $50,000 races for me with that
all tne pieces fell together and launched
Bill Haughton into a career that may horse before he was through. When I
wanted Billy to drive the trotter in a twonever be equalled.
A trotter named Chris Spencer started mile race at Roosevelt, he said: ‘You
it all. Owned by Dunbar Bostwick of pushed me right to the top of the list Shelburne, Vermont, the trotter had lost I ’ll do anything for you.’”
out to Horse of the Year, Rodney, in a Bill Haughton did a lot of things for a
$50,000 free-for-all at Hollywood Park in lot of people. He’s had the biggest stable
1948. Bostwick decided to go for it again in harness racing for years because
the following year. Then tne horse went owners were confident he could get the
lame. But swimming in the chill waters most out of a horse. And usually did.
of Lake Champlain all summer did During the first twenty five years of his
wonders for the gelding. By November monumental career he had won just
of ’49 he was ready to take on a field of about every stakes race worth winning
strong horses in tne Golden West Trot - all but the one he wanted most: The
once more. Harry Whitney was train Hambletonian. It kept eluding him. But
er/driver for the Bostwick stable but due in 1974 he junked the jinx.
to his mother’s illness, Harry was unable Bill’s victory had not been expected.
to make the trip to the coast. He Christopher T. was the horse and as a
suggested twenty six year old Billy two year old, he was tops. A disappoint
Haughton take his place. Bill responded ment at three. But with a surprised Billy
Haughton holding the lines, tne colt first
with: “California, here I come!1’
A fifty-thousand dollar purse was won an elimination heat a tick under two
something special in 1949. A Dig bundle. minutes on a rain-soaked DuQuoin track.
It was no surprise that the race attracted An hour later here they came again, this
the best free-for-all trotters in the time even faster. Said Bill: “I can’t
nation: the previous year’s winner, believe it. I ’m as stunned as I am happy.
Rodney; then, Proximity who would be After his poor race last week in In
elected Horse of the Year the following dianapolis I almost didn’t start him in
season. Egan Hanover was a strong the Hambletonian. I didn’t expect him to
contender; and Demon Hanover, winner win today. I thought Golden Sovereign
of the 1948 Hambletonian Stake. Eleven was tons the best. I though I had four
horses got away before a large crowd, better chances to win the Hambletonian
baking under the California sun. There in other years with Circo, Hickory Pride,
was no roof over the huge grandstand; Keystone Pride, and Speedy Count. This
Hollywood Park had burned down in May has to be my most satisfying victory.”
but nad been restored enough to accom That victory was popular with every
modate the trotting horse fans in Novem one, including the opposing and disap
pointed trainers, drivers and owners.
ber.
Heading down the track’s long home Their attitude was this: “If I couldn’t
stretch, Chris Spencer had a comfortable win it, I ’m glad Billy did.” That’s how
lead, and so it didn’t matter to Billy that harness racing felt about Bill Haughton.
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Breeders Crown On ESPN
COLUMBUS - ESPN will present
exclusive live coverage of the third
annual Breeders Crown championship
harness racing series with a revised
format featuring a new two-hour, fourrace finale. The series is designed to
crown champions in 12 classifications
based upon age, sex and type of gait.
The series will feature eight, half-hour
programs that primarily will be aired
live on Fridays at 8:30 p.m. EDT. Each
program will feature one championship
race. The new two-hour conclusion will
~6e presented from the beautiful Garden
State Park, in Cherry Hill. New Jersey,
and will feature four championship
races. Last year ESPN televised 10 onehour programs.
“The Breeders Crown series is a
perfect example of ESPN’s commitment
to presenting special interest sports to
Date

Fri, Aug 29
Fri, Sept 12
Fri, Sept 26
Sat, Oct 11
Fri, Oct 17
Sat, Oct 25
Fri, Oct 31
Fri, Nov 7
Fri, Nov 14

Time

8:30 pm LIVE

our viewers,” said Steven M. Bornstein,
ESPN Senior Vice President, Program
ming and Production. “ The new
Breeders Crown format-with half-hour
telecasts and a two-hour finale-will
provide for an exciting showcase of
Standardbred racing.”
Hugh A. Grant, Jr., President of the
Hambletonian Society, added: “We are
very excited that ESPN will be carrying
the Breeders Crown series live again this
season. With the shows being reduced to
a half-hour, we feel we can offer a lively
broadcast. Also, the closing two-hour
spectacular presents the greatest op
portunity in our history to bring the best
harness horses and horsemen to racing
fans across the country.”
The telecasts will be produced by
ESPN in association with Sports Market
ing & Televison International. Inc. of
Greenwich, Connecticut.
Event

Location

Greenwood Park
Toronto, Ontario
Scioto Downs
8:30 pm LIVE
Columbus, Ohio
Louisville Downs
8:30 pm LIVE
Louisville, KY
12:00 noon LIVE Los Alamitos Park
Los Alamitos, CA
8:30 pm LIVE
Canterbury Downs
Minneapolis, MN
2:30 pm LIVE
Freehold Raceway
Freehold, New Jersey
8:30 pm LIVE
Rosecroft Raceway
Oxon Hill. Maryland
8:30 pm LIVE
Pompano Park
Pompano Beach, Fla
Garden
raei State Park
9:00 pm LIVE*
Cherry Hill. NJ
Three-year old Three-year old
Filly Pace
Colt Trot

Four-years & older
Mare Pace
Four-years & older
Mare Trot
Four-years & older
Horse Trot
Four-years & older
Horse Pace
Two-year old
Filly Trot
Three-year old
Filly Trot
Two-year old
Filly Pace
Two-year old
Colt Trot
Two-year old
Colt Pace
Three-year old
Colt Pace

Falcon Seelster (Warm Breeze-Fashion Trick) finished second in the U.S. Pacing
Championship at the Meadowlands. The stallion with $1,113,545 in earnings still
remains King of the Half-Mllers.

Pompano Update
POMPANO BEACH - Coming off one gross handle of $62,126,829 — the highest
of its most successful harness meets in its 22-year history.
ever, Pompano Park will increase its “In addition, we will offer over
overnight purse schedule and stakes and $600,000 in early and late closing stakes,
special events lineup for the 1986-87 a 50 per cent premium will be added to
winter season, which will begin on all races filling exclusively for FloridaWednesday, October 22nd.
breds, and we will also have another leg
Over $5.3-million in overnight events of this year’s Breeders Crown, which
and a stakes program worth in excess of will be a half-million dollar event.”
$1.3-million — including the $490,000 In addition to the Breeders Crown,
(est.) Breeders Crown two-year-old colt Pompano’s own Floridian stake, open to
and gelding trot — will be offered over three-year-old pacers, highlights tne up
coming season. Worth over $100,000 and
the course of the 125-night season.
The 1985-86 harness season, which featuring many of the sport’s best
concluded on Saturday, April 5th, saw sophomores, the Floridian final will
the south Florida track record an aver highlight the season’s closing night card
age daily handle of $497,015 and a total on Saturday, April 11th, 1987.

Roosevelt Raceway News
Westbury, N.Y., July 21 — World ing over the half-mile oval.
record holders Falcon Seelster and For Falcon Seelster will be returning to
rest Skipper head a list of 42 older horses Roosevelt in the U.S. Pace, the site of
eligible to the three-race U.S. Pacing his richest triumph of 1986. On June 13,
Championship series. The Roosevelt leg the Tom Harmer trained and driven
is scheduled for August 9. The series speedster equalled the overall Roosevelt
begins at The Meadowlands on August 2 track record, winning the $119,000
and concludes on August 23 at Sports George Morton Levy Series Final in
man’s Park in Chicago.
Owned by Charles Day, Castleton 1:55.2. Falcon Seelster sports lifetime
Farms and the Ciara Stable, Falcon earnings of $1,098,545.
Seelster has been awesome in recent Forrest Skipper has been equally
months. The four-year-old son of Warm impressive this year. The son of Scarlet
Breeze and Fashion Trick set his second Skipper-Camden Caroline is currently
world record on July 4, winning an undefeated in 1986, winning all of his nine
Invitational Pace at The Meadows in trips behind the gate and $319,500. Owned
1:51.3 over the five-eighths mile track. by Forrest Bartlett, the four-year-old
On Little Brown Jug Day last year, bay horse set a world record of 1:50.3 in
Falcon Seelster stunned the large crowd a time-trial at The Meadowlands in June.
at the Delaware (OH.) County Fair Forrest Skipper is driven by Lucien
grounds with an unbelievable 1:51 clock Fontaine and trained by his son, Marc.

Forrest Skipper (Scarlet Skipper-Camden Caroline) sat on the outside for a mile
in 27.2-54.2-1:21.4-1:53.3 to win the U.S. Pacing Championship on Hambo day. He
has now compiled earnings of $771,475.

r----------------- NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP----------------|

Mare Registration

I

Mares Name:

Due: Sept. 15, 1986-Fee: $15.00

Stallion Bred To:

I
I

I

|

1________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2 _______________ _______________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------

| :

~
Owner-Address-Phone

REQUIREMENTS:

• Mare must be registered year of breeding.
• Mare must be bred to a registered New England Sulky Championship Stallion.
• Stallion must also be registered with the N.H.-VT.-Mass or Me. Sire Stakes.

-------------- —-------------------------------------------------------——
Make checks payable to: N.E.S.C. c/o Robert Ferland Box 799 Berwick, Maine 03901

“SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
Welcomes You To Maine’s Richest Race
The Eighth Annual

40,000 Invitational

PRESIDENT’S PACE

August 31, 1986
Post Time —1:30 P.M.
Remember! It’s The $20,000 Legislator Trot On August 24th

For The Record
BY LLOYD JOHNSON
The current upswing in business at the ly-action through Tuesday night, July meeting may well be the Per Capita Bet,
Downs Mutuel Department windows 22nd. Each of these categories has shown that being tne average amount wagered
makes for a great conversation piece at a sharp increase in the past three weeks. by each patron on the nightly (and
the present time, with the daily numbers The competing horsemen and women Sunday afternoon) programs. This years
adding up to some All-Time records here have now received $841,142 in purse- Per Capita wagered reads $86.42, as
at Maine’s Showplace.
monies, a healthy increase over last opposed to last years $83.79 average.
A recent Miliion-Dollar week, fol years $797,961 total. The Maine Harness Breaking the numbers down one step
lowed up with a pair of near Miliion- Horseman’s Association has earned as further, the Multiple Pools (Daily
Dollar seven day periods, has raised the added $22,574, an increase over last Double, Trifecta, Quiniela, and Exacta)
Total Mutuel Handle at Scarborough summers $21,440 figure. The State of continue to be the fans favorites, with
Downs to a whopping $9,589,196, well Maine, our other partner in this harness the average wagered per-program
above last years record-breaking mark racing venture, has been paid $447,753, a reaching $87,946, as opposed to the
of $9,092,669 through the first 68-pro sharp increase over 1985’s total of average Straight Pools (win, Place, and
grams of the 120-nignt season. The Daily $424,994. As you can see, figures don’t Show) which now read $53,071. These
Average Handle now reads $141,017, far lie, as the increases are snowing up totals are both well above last years
ahead of last years $133,715 over the “across the board” in all categories as averages of $83,583 and $50,131 respect
same period of time and just above last we swing into the second half of the fully.
years final Average of $140,228.
Downs most successful season in its
To be sure the current Totals paint a
The total attendance has now risen thirty six year history within the racing pretty picture, but as the saying goes,
above last years 108,522 mark, with some sports.
“every day a new day” with such
110,963 patrons having enjoyed the night An indicator of the success of any race seasonal highlights as the $40,000 Presi

dents Pace, and the $20,000 Legislator
Trot looming on the horizon. Each of
these seasonal highlights carry in.
creased Purses for the ’86 renewals, thus
an all out assault on those current Track
Records (1:57.3 - Pace 2:01.4 - Trot) is
to be expected during the last days of
August here at Mainers fastest Oval. The
Legislator Trot goes postward on Sunday
afternoon, August 24th and the Presi
dent’s Pace is set for Sunday afternoon,
August 31st. Each of these programs will
feature a 1:30 PM post time, with the
alltime One-Day wagering mark of
$363,000 sure to be tested as well at the
Mutuel Windows.
It all adds up to a record-breaking
season, the second in a row at Maine’s
remier racing center! We re now past
le halfway marker, with the “best yet
to come” here at the Downs!
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